CONSULTING

GLP
History and international opening
For more than 50 years GLP has been committed to offering its strategic advice on the structured
protection and valorization of intellectual property, supporting Clients in the examination, identification,
choice and protection of the different innovative expressions that can be achieved in filing,
prosecuting and defending patents, trademarks and models. GLP is one of the most important firms in
Italy and among the few in the sector to be recognized as a top-player at European and international
level. Quality of service, punctual competence and strategic concreteness distinguish GLP's work, which
is also recognized in the competitive Asian market as one of the first European professional realities.
The dedication of the group, the results and awards achieved, the quality of services and the
ability to accomplish winning goals for Clients by applying an innovative approach to problems,
sometimes unusual for the industry, are, and continue to be, the main reason for the growth of the
group that now has offices in Udine, Milan, Bologna, Perugia, San Marino and Zurich where - thanks
to their skills - various professionals support Clients from all technology sectors, many of which are real
drivers among the international players in the market.
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Two brothers at the helm of the group who share a quality
recognized by national and international Clients: passion
and understanding of economic and entrepreneurial
dynamics. Davide Luigi Petraz, lawyer at the head of the
Legal Dept., thanks to his continuous experience abroad,
with Anglo-Saxon pragmatism and continental expertise
supports Clients in planning their IPRights, structuring
strategies where European and international disputes are
only one possible key to success. Daniele Petraz, an
engineer with a real vocation for management and
internationalization processes, passionate about China, is
the reference point for Clients who wish to strategically
enhance their intangibles portfolio.
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